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Here you can find the menu of Design Besídka in Slavonice. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and drinks on
the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Jan Kastner likes about Design

Besídka:
I was providing breakfast for a group of acquaintances. Despite the very complex requirements from our side,
everything went great and without any problems. I have to really appreciate the willingness of the staff and the

wonderful attitude. I definitely recommend it. Service: 5 read more. What Eva Keil doesn't like about Design
Besídka:

The three stars with which the accommodation is marked fully correspond. The equipment already looks shabby.
Boháč 's room was without a fluorescent lamp above the sink in the black bathroom. The toilet sometimes leaked
after flushing. Seat covers with stains, much wear. The tablecloth on the table had stains. Lots of cobwebs on the

walls. Upon arrival, the air in the room full of fumes from the kitchen. It was only... read more. As a visitor, you
can use the WLAN of the establishment free of charge, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit

outside and eat and drink. In Design Besídka, a restaurant that serves Italian dishes in Slavonice, you can
expect typical Italian cuisine, including classics like pizza and pasta, here they serve a comprehensive brunch

for breakfast. After the meal (or during it), you can still relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink,
Likewise, the customers of the restaurant prefer the extensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that

the restaurant provides.
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Alcoholi� drink�
BEER

Süß� dessert�
TIRAMISU

Schni�e�*
SCHNITZEL

P�z�
FORMAGGI

Appet�er
KAMA

Hous� specialtie�
SVICKOVA

Mai� cours�
FOUR CHEESES

Steinofe� - p�z� ø 36 c�
PIZZA ITALIANA

Italia� specialtie�
RISOTTO

Dishe� ar� als� prepare� wit�
thes� ingredient�
MEAT

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PIZZA

BURGER

PASTA

SOUP
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